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15th March 2021           
 
Dear Parent / Carer 
 
It has been lovely to have our whole school back together again today. Listening to children as they 
play and learn alongside each other all over the school is such a privilege after these last few 
months. 
 
As you would expect from us, we are evaluating each aspect of the return as it goes along. Thank 
you for your support with helping your children and all adults who come onto the school premises 
know what is expected. 
 
Drop off and pick up are the trickiest parts of the school day to manage. With the wider return and 
increasing numbers of children and adults accessing the school site, it is imperative that we all 
adhere to our procedures to keep everyone safe. 
 
Drop Off 
Although staggered starts reduce the traffic outside, it is essential that everyone parks safely and 
with consideration for the safety of the children, families and local residents. 
 
Please can any parents who are dropping children off near to the entrance, park up safely before 
letting children out of the car. Please do not just stop on the road and block traffic. 
 
Thank you for your support with this. 
 

Pick Up 
At home time, please ensure that the exit gate is kept clear. All parents who are collecting 
children, must come up on to the yard and wait please.  
 
Please ensure your family is socially distanced from other families and that children remain with 
you at all times. We have put a lot of time and organisation into planning to keep waiting time to 
the bear minimum. None of the children should be running around / playing on the yard at this 
time, not even with children from their own class. Diolch for your support with this. 
 
Although the return to school is the start of some normality coming back for the children, 
to maintain this and reduce any further disruption to learning we are extremely grateful for 
your support with all of these matters. 
 
Thank you for all of your support at this time and always. 
 
Kind regards 
 
Chris Edwards 
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LEARN TOGETHER 
‘Let’s learn to enjoy, achieve, respect and nurture together’ 

 


